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2016 Rule Change Proposals for 2017 Implementation

Proposals that are presented here are open to further review and
comment. Please send your comments to the Zone 8 Rules Coordinator
at ruleproposals@zone8.org

New Proposals are also welcome up to the June 30 deadline. Please send
your rule change proposals to the same email address.

After the submission and review period ends on June 30, 2016, there
will be a review and comment period until August 31, 2016. After this,
the Z8 rules committee will deliberate and determine which proposals
to move forward with.
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AX, TT & DE

Driving Events Proposal #1 – Limiting SS Classes to 240 TW
Tires

Current Rule:

II DRIVING EVENT CLASSES
.
.
.

D. Class definitions are as follows:

1.STREET STOCK CLASSES
.
.
.

The following modifications are specifically not allowed:
.
.
.

b) Tire tread wear ratings less than 140 or less than the OEM tire
tread wear for that model and year of car, whichever is lower.

Proposed Rule:

II DRIVING EVENT CLASSES
.
.
.

D. Class definitions are as follows:

1.STREET STOCK CLASSES
.
.
.

The following modifications are specifically not allowed:
.
.
.

b) Tire tread wear ratings less than 240.
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Rationale:

With the latest change to the rules for SS classes [“Not Allowed” subsections]
o & p allowing 14mm wider track and 20mm wider tires, we should change the
tread wear to 240 or higher. Because the rules allow “non-stock” wheels and
tire sizes competitors are required to have a set a wheels and tires to be
competitive in the SS classes and should be running on a higher tread wear
rate than CC classes. CC classes are required to take 20 points to run on 200,
so 200 for SS is not fair for the CC classes.

I do believe people should be able to drive their new Porsche from the
dealership straight to an autocross and be competitive in their class. Zone 8
currently allows the use of any wheel with a 14mm track increase. I don’t think
that’s great idea. Any competitor can buy a custom set on carbon fiber wheels
with the 14mm offset. So a new Porsche straight from the dealership will not
be competitive in Zone 8 Street Stock class. I don’t see the issue with asking
to change the tread wear to 240. To be competitive in SS competitors will be
required to have a set of wheels and tires to run at a Zone 8 events. So why
not limit the tread wear to 240? And make all the SS classes run the same
tread wear rating? Competitors are buying new wheels and wider tires, just
have them all standardize on a tread wear that is higher than CC class are
required to take points for. I believe allowing SS class to run 140 TW is an
unfair advantage to the CC classes competing in BRI.

[Editor’s Note: Previous to this year, SS classes were allowed to run any size
wheel and any size tire that would fit under the fender lips. “BRI” is a non-
Zone 8, non-official calculation and has no bearing on Zone 8 rules.]

Comments:

SS classes are primarily intended for stock cars from the showroom. The
reason the current rule is written this way is because many Porsches come
from the show room with 200 TW tires, and in some special cases, some have
come from the showroom with 140 or even 100 TW tires. This rule change will
require the owners of new Porsches to go out and buy 240 TW tires if their
cars didn't come from the factory this way, otherwise they will not be allowed
to compete in SS classes. A more reasonable approach would be to reduce the
SS class tire width allowance to 10mm wider than the largest stock width.

~0~

The SS classes are designed for new drivers to come directly from the
dealership with their car and have a reasonable sandbox to play in. Our current
2016 rules are very similar to PCA National Parade rules and SCCA for stock
class. Requiring a 280 minimum treadwear would make all SS classes slower
but eliminate 80% of Porsche sports cars that come delivered new with
treadwear below 280. In my opinion this proposal defeats the intent of the
class.
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Driving Events Proposal #2 – Points for Use of Stability Control
Feature

Current Rule:

- None -

Proposed Rule:

III ASSESSMENT OF POINTS

.

.

.

PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT POINTS

.

.

.

HH. Cars Using Stability Management (PSM/PSM Sport/ESC) for Timed
Runs (AX and TT) 10

Rationale:

Stability Management is a definite advantage at any driving event, especially
in the newer cars, as it makes it easy for unskilled drivers to maximize the use
of tire grip and corrects their driving mistakes instantaneously. Combined with
the existing points for PDK and the proposed points for Launch Control (Driving
Events Proposal #3), this should address the advantage the newer
PDK/PSM/Launch Control cars have at an AX, as well as the advantages for TT
cars (without Launch Control).

Comments:
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Driving Events Proposal #3 – AX Points for Use of Launch
Control Feature

Current Rule:

- None -

Proposed Rule:

III ASSESSMENT OF POINTS

.

.

.

PERFORMANCE EQUIPMENT POINTS

.

.

.

GG. Cars Using Launch Control for Timed Runs (AX only) 15

Rationale:

Launch Control is a definite advantage at an autocross, as it maximizes
acceleration off the line. Previous guidelines on AX course design to mitigate
this advantage have not been implemented on a consistent basis. While this
assessment requires honesty, it will be relatively easy to monitor and/or
protest. Combined with the existing points for PDK and the proposed points for
Stability Management (Driving Events Proposal #2), this should address the
advantage the newer PDK/PSM/Launch Control cars have at an AX.

Comments:
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Concours

Concours Proposal #1 – No Shortening of Judging Time

Current Rule:

IV JUDGING

E. For each division other than Wash & Shine, each component of the car
will typically be judged for five (5) minutes. A shorter time period may be used,
so long as it is announced to all judges and contestants by the event
chairperson or head judge prior to the start of judging. For the exterior
component, the one-minute walk-around will be counted in the total time. After
the walk-around, all compartments (door, trunk, glove box, etc.) as requested
will be opened off the clock. Judging then resumes for the exterior and begins
for all other components of the car. The exterior judge is to stop judging at the
point where one minute remains for the judging of areas other than the
exterior, thus allowing the same time for all areas.

Proposed Rule:

IV JUDGING

E. For each division other than Wash & Shine, each component of the car
will typically be judged for five (5) minutes. A shorter time period may be used,
so long as it is announced to all judges and contestants by the event
chairperson or head judge prior to the start of judging. For the exterior
component, the one-minute walk-around will be counted in the total time. After
the walk-around, all compartments (door, trunk, glove box, etc.) as requested
will be opened off the clock. Judging then resumes for the exterior and begins
for all other components of the car. The exterior judge is to stop judging at the
point where one minute remains for the judging of areas other than the
exterior, thus allowing the same time for all areas.

Rationale:

This rule in its current form has the potential to cause much divisiveness and
controversy. The offending provision is intended to allow judging teams to
move more quickly when dealing with large numbers of cars by allowing event
organizers at individual events to modify the judging procedure by reducing
the judging time below the five minutes specified in the rules. The proposed
rule change would eliminate this provision.

Such modifications to procedure make little difference at an individual event,
because within that event the procedures are uniform across the field.
However, the modification of procedure at an individual event in the Zone 8
series which this rule allows can disrupt the process of determining the winners
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of year end division trophies, as occurred in 2015. The division year-end winner
is the entrant who has the best four scores for the year and has satisfied other
eligibility requirements for a year-end award. Those competing for a year-end
award need not have attended all of the same events. The underlying
assumption is that judging from one event to another is uniform, so that raw
scores can be compared from one event to another. The Zone exerts
considerable effort to promote consistent judging, by providing a Manual for
Concours Judges and holding judging schools each year, but if the procedures
vary from one event to another, judging uniformity cannot be assumed. It
should be evident that, all other things being equal, a car judged for a shorter
period of time is likely to obtain a higher score than one subjected to longer
scrutiny. As an example, in the case of reducing the judging time from five
minutes to four, the car judged for four minutes has a 20% advantage over
the other car or, expressed differently, a 20% lower probability that a given
flaw will be found by a judge. Allowing for such deviations incorporates the
potential for unfairness into the concours rules, violating the fundamental
principles expressed in the general rules: “The Zone 8 Rules committee
espouses . . . fairness to entrants.” (General Rule II Guiding Principles) These
principles form the boundaries within which all of the more specific rules
written for each type of competition must lie.

The potential for such a problem might be offset if the rule also provided a
great benefit, but this is not the case. The mechanics of judging dictate that
the actual span of time during which judging occurs is six minutes, plus the
pause during which the entrant opens doors, deck lids and various covers and
perhaps takes out the spare tire or toolkit. But additional time is unavoidably
consumed by activities such as making introductions, handing out forms and
discussing deductions. In the process of participating in judging at a substantial
percentage of the events held over the last decade or so in the Zone, I have
had the opportunity to measure total times for judging. In my experience,
under optimum conditions the total time required to judge a car is not less
than about 12 minutes, and this is achievable only when all of the cars assigned
to a specific judging team are lined up next to each other, every entrant is
readily available when the team shows up at his or her car and no time is lost
on things such as completing paperwork which should have been filled out in
advance. More often, time is wasted looking for cars and for entrants who are
not waiting with their cars. Sometimes delays are unavoidable because
entrants are also working elsewhere as judges. So under the best of
circumstances eliminating a minute from the judging time only shaves eight
percent off the total judging time, and usually the percentage of time saved
would be significantly lower. This benefit is certainly not enough to justify the
risk of controversy such as occurred last year.

Comments:


